A
COMMON
HERITAGE
Understanding the Gurdwaras

Tangible and
Intangible heritage

Living culture
of the Punjab
The province of Punjab has a rich and diverse cultural heritage which
comprises of the built heritage and the living intangible cultural
heritage. The cultural heritage of Punjab represents a continuum
stretching over millenniums of continuous habitation of its territory.
The long period of continuous habitation
of Punjab’s territory and its geographical
positioning at the cross roads of the
many routes which transverses through
this area gave Punjab the richness of
its diverse ethno-linguistic communities
and sub-cultures who draw their identity
from the PUNJABI CULTURE having
contributed to the shaping of its tangible
and intangible cultural assets over
millenniums.
Broadly then the vertical cultural diversity
as represented by its chronological
history and the horizontal diversity by its
present communities defines Punjab’s
cultural contours.

The people of the Punjab are the inheritors of a rich Intangible Cultural
Heritage (ICH) which often harkens back to the original tribes which
inhabited areas of the Doaba, with its multiplicity of terrain, crops
and living styles. This land is witness to the birth and development of
multiple faiths.

The Punjab has been indeed the melting
pot of ethnicities with different people and
ideas.The native culture was influenced,
modified, developed as a continuous
and linked phenomenon.The Persians,
Greeks, Turks, Afghans, mostly in the
areas today comprising the KP province &
FATA, Arabs, Sufis in Sindh and southern
Punjab, Kashmiris, Brahmins, Rajputs,
and the Merchants of Gujrat and Deccan,
contributed to the social ethos of the
Punjab. Thus, a synthesis of the foreign
and local traditions of cultures, started
centuries ago has continued to influence,
modifying and developing the indigenous
society of the Punjab.

Map showing the land of Punjab and the Doabas

Significance of
the Gurdwaras
The word Gurdwara is a union of two words. The first is the Sanskrit word
‘Guru’ meaning teacher, guide, expert, or ‘GUR’ meaning knowledge,
skill, essence. The second word is‘DWARA’ meaning gateway, doorway,
or entrance way. The word combined means “the gateway through
which the Guru can be reached”, or “the door that leads to the Guru, or
the Gur”, or “the residing place of the Guru”.
The Gurdwara is a place where the
eleventh and the living Guru is present
in the physical manifestation of the Holy
Book of Sikh scripture, the Guru Granth
Sahib.
In Punjab, the locations that had
been chosen for the construction of a
Gurdwara have a historic commemorative
association for believers of the Sikh
faith. These places are associated with
the life events of Guru Nanak Ji and
the subsequent Gurus Sahibs, such
as places associated with their birth
and passing away, places which are
remembered for a miracle performed
by Guru Nanak Ji, and places where
an occurrence of an event led in the
formation of a Sakhi, a historical account
or a moral story associated with Guru
Nanak Ji. These Gurdwaras are known
as the Ittihasiq Gurdwaras.

The significance of a Gurdwara
is based on a set of three
fundamental attributes which are
considered to be the foundation
stones of Sikh faith. These are:

Naam japna, kirtan karna, wand
khana
“Taking the name of the true God,
doing honest labor, sharing food”

Hierarchy of
Sacred Spaces
The Gurdwaras built in the
Punjab are among the earliest
structures of Sikh religion.
The typologies of architectural
spaces existing in these
Gurdwaras usually comprise of
spaces which are the physical
manifestations of the above
mentioned three attributes of
the Sikh faith, Sangat, Pangat,
Langar.

Gurdwara Sacha Sauda

Gurdwara Rohri Sahib

HERITAGE
VALUES OF THE
GURDWARAS
Spiritual Religious values
√ The Gurdwara is a place of veneration for the Sikh faith.
√ The complex physically represents the basic principles of the Sikh:
faith, naam japna, kirtan karna, wand khana
taking the name of the true God, doing honest labor, sharing food.
√ It is a place which houses the Guru Granth Sahib, the most revered
eleventh living Guru Sahib personified as a holy book.
√ The Gurdwara represents the continuity of the Sikh faith, along with a
living spiritual and communal tradition.

Contextual value
√ The geographical setting of the two Gurdwaras is between the two ancient
rivers of Chenab and Ravi, in an area historically known as Rachna Doab
√ The immediate contextual setting of the two Gurdwaras of Rohri Sahib and
Sacha Sauda Sahib is directly associated with the life events of Guru Nanak
Ji.

Historic value
√ These two Gurdwaras of Rohri Sahib and Sacha Sauda Sahib were among
the earliest structures belonging to the Sikh faith and are referred to as
Ittihasiq Gurdwaras.
√ Remains of certain original architectural fabric surviving within the two
Gurdwaras provide evidence of the historicity of the structures.

Uniqueness value
√ These Gurdwaras are among the earliest structures which were converted,
constructed or developed into Gurdwaras.
√ These structures represent the original spatial configuration of a Gurdwara
complex and its development through time.

Communal Commemorative Social values
√ Gurdwara is a place of community gathering, congregation and celebration.
√ The physical structure of the Gurdwara is a commemorative place for
various communities linked with the structure through a memory, or an event.
√ The Gurdwara embodies a communal link between the identity of the Sikh
and their faith.
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Cultural Value
√ The concept of a Gurdwara is based on a collective, a place of gathering
and sharing, and a place of communal learning and discovering.
√ The Gurdwara is a place of veneration for all faiths; hence people belonging
to diverse belief systems have developed a cultural association with the
Gurdwara space.
√ Through the Sakhis, the inclusive culture developed by the Sikh Gurus is
transferred through diverse cultural rituals and kirtan of the Guru Granth
Sahib.

Associative Value
√ The structure of the Gurdwara establishes a link between the revered
personality of Guru Nanak Ji, the place, its story and the present times.
√ The two Gurdwaras are among the earliest structures of the Sikh faith.
This generates a strong sense of socio-religious association among the
stakeholder communities.

Evidential Value
√ The Gurdwaras of Rohri Sahib and Sacha Sauda Sahib provide physical
evidence of past human activity conducted at the site.
√ As physical representation of Sikh faith, the two Gurdwaras provide evidence
of socio-religious development that occurred during the 16th century.

Architectural Value
√ The entire complex of the Gurdwara as a multi-functional space for
spiritual, religious and communal use, provides a unique balance between
the physical and the abstract. It is a place for worship and a community
center for all to benefit.
√ The Gurdwara located within the Rachna Doab, were the defining structures
for the future architectural features and style associated with the Sikh era
constructions / structures

Illustrative Artistic Aesthetic Values
√ The Gurdwaras represent architectural features belonging to the early
Sikh era architectural style.
The multi-cusped arches with stylized lotus flower decorated column capitals
The intricate treatment of the central dome of the Darbar Sahib Hall – bulbous
yet divided into numerous vertical bands creating ribs, the base ornamented
with lotus flower petals, and the top crowned with a metallic pinnacle
The border treatment of window openings, emphasizing the feature with
slender lotus based ribbed pilasters
The internal surface of the dome shows complex patterns of lines demonstrating
the construction of Squinches and decorative pendentives, once adorning
fresco motifs, now white washed with Lime-water paint.

Archaeological Value
√ The existence of archaeological remains in the periphery of the towns of
Eminabad and Farooqabad, identifies the sites as having archaeological value
which should be taken into account for the future research and development
initiatives.

Economic Use Values
√ Tourism: Tour Operators, Guides, Interpreters / Resource Persons, etc
√ Commerce: In the past, the traditional festival of Vaisakhi and other cultural
festivals generated revenue for the local market.
√ Use: Its use as a Gurdwara stimulates the economy for its maintenance
and upkeep.

Educational Value
√ The Gurdwaras have immense educational values for diverse communities,
such as learning about various cultural and religious aspects, learning about
the wisdoms composed within the Guru Granth Sahib, the historicity of the
region of Punjab and about various cultures that existed or still exists in this
region.
√ The Gurdwara sites can become part of the integrated cultural education
system.

TAKE CARE
Protecting

The Heritage Values of the Gurdwaras.

Re-Instating

The heritage boundary encompassing the historic context of
the Gurdwaras, its landscape and natural heritage.

Re-Linkng

The Gurdwaras and its proximate community through sociocultural and tourism initiatives its landscape and natural
heritage.

Raising

The potential of the Host and Stakeholder Communities its
landscape and natural heritage.

Retaining

The integrity of the Historic Fabric of Gurdwaras its
landscape and natural heritage.

Repairing

Not Replacing the historic features, material or character
defining elements of the historic Gurdwaras.its landscape
and natural heritage.

Emphasizing

The prevalent ICH elements linked with building crafts and
local histories its landscape and natural heritage.

Stabilizing

The physical deterioration of the Gurdwaras through
prioritizing areas for conservation and by planning appropriate
interventionsits landscape and natural heritage.

Monitoring

The conservation and development processes by
establishing benchmarks for various progress indicators and
implementing a periodic reporting schedule its landscape
and natural heritage.

MAKE A
GOOD USE
“The acknowledgment and conservation of the diversity
of the cultural and natural heritage, fair access to it and
the equitable sharing of the benefits deriving from its
use, enhance the feeling of place and belonging, mutual
respect for others and a sense of purpose and ability to
maintain a common good, which contribute to the social
cohesion of a community as well as to individual and
collective freedom of choice and action.”
from the contribution of World Heritage to Sustainable Development https://whc.unesco.org/en/
sustainabledevelopment/

• Cultural values and significances of Gurdwaras should
be safeguarded and protected.
• The protection of cultural heritage can increase the
resilience of societies to climate change.
• Cultural heritage goes beyond believes and ideologies.
• Local communities should be involved in conservation
and interpretation of cultural heritage.
• The income generation opportunities linked with
the Gurdwaras should be enhanced for encouraging
community participation.
• Sustainable use of land and natural resources near the
Gurdwaras should be encourage.
• Don’t promote theft and vandalism of Punjabi cultural
heritage.
• A respectful behavior of visitors must be guaranteed
• Tourism activities should be planned keeping in mind
the religious nature of the historic site.
• Sustainable tourism should be developed.

TRANSMIT TO
OUR CHILDREN
A sensitive approach must be employed to protect and safeguarded
heritage values for the future generations.
• Educational or entertainment
programs should be designed
and held to engage the youth in
the Gurdwara to improve their
association with it Provide tourism
related activities for the youth to
engage in during their holidays or
free time.
• Knowledge of Intangible Cultural
Heritage should be integrated in
the curriculum to raise awareness.
• Programs
that
promote
intergenerational
transfer
of
knowledge should be developed.
• The performing arts and cultural
expression of young people should
be support.
• The participation of young people
in the crafts sector should be
supported providing training and
access to small loans.
• Youth should be engaged through
schools and college networks in
cultural debate and activities.

The present booklet is designed by the
project “Development of an Integrated Site
Management Plan and Capacity Building
for Sustainable Tourism Management of
selected Sikh Sites in Punjab”, that is a subproject of the Punjab Tourism for Economic
Growth Project, a five-year-long project with an
objective to increase the contribution of the
tourism sector along with other related sectors
to local economic development by improving
infrastructure
services,
strengthening
institutional capacity and enhancing private
sector participation in the sector.
The booklet has been prepared through a
collaborative effort of UNESCO and their
consultant partners, the Institute for Art and
Culture and their international counterparts
Fondazione Santagata for the Economics of
Culture, Turin, Italy.
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